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Pogu e Gives Go-A head

Intervisitation Hours A cc ep te d
By Jim Allen
UMR students have long
awaited an extension of the
intervisi tation hours made
availabl e to dormito ries,
fraterniti es, and sororities . So
let it be known that UMR has
made a major breakthr ough in
this area.
Those recomme ndations put
forth by the Student Council Ad
Hoc Intervisi tation Committee
have been accepted for a trial
basis until the end of the
semester , at least. Chancellor
Pogue gave UMR the go ahead
yesterda y but this is only
"assumi ng the proposa l is
proper with respect to board
policies."
As it stands now, intervisitat ion rules state that the
hours extending from 10:00 a.m.
to 12 :00 p.m., Sunday through
Thursday , and the hours extending from 12:00 a.m. to 1:00
a.m., Friday and Saturday , be
made available as limits on the
hours when an organization
may have persons of the opposite sex in their living areas.
The committe e proposed that
this rule be changed to apply
only to personal living areas,
where a personal living area is
"defined as: bedrooms, personal
study rooms, and hallways and
stairway s leading to such.
In conjunction with the above
change,
the
committ ee
proposed that appended to the
intervisit ation rules should be a
stateMen t to the effect that the
hours extendin g from 9:00 a.m.
to 3:00 a.m., Monday through
Sunday, be made available as
limits on the hours when an
organiza tion may have persons
of the oppo)!ite sex in . their
group living areas. A group
living area would be defined as:
lounges, kitchesn ,
living

rooms, chapter rooms, and
halls and stairway s leading to
such.
Lastly,
the
committ ee
proposed that the hours extending from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00
a.m. be set aside as limits on
extension hours for personal
living areas. The acquisition of
an extensio n hours permit
would be handled in the same
manner as past practices .

For these changes to take
affect in the dormito ry,
fraterni ty, or sorority the
presiden t of such must seek the
approva l of the effected
residents and send a written
statemen t of acceptan ce to
Dean Ponder. At this time, the
proposal will take effe~t in that
residence.
The change in intervisit ation
hours will be good only until the
end of this semeste r. The
changes will not 'be made
available in the summer term
or fall term. However, if this
proposal is accepted by the
Student Affairs Committ ee, Bo
Ward of Curators , and Presiden t
Pogue, this proposa l will
remain ' in effect. Chances of
their approva l are slim
because their approval must
effect change on all University
of Missouri campuse s. "UMR
stands way out front of these
' campuse s in so far as we have
come so much further in the
process of sifting through the
various channels of approval
and red tape.
Students 01 UMR must now
prove that we can live by these
new rules. If this trial period
works out well, our chances of
getting the proposal approved
for an indefinite period of time
will be greatly increased .

Pre-Registration
For Summer-Fall
April 25-29

Schedule Of Classes
Will Be Available
April 21
In Registrar's Office

Pretty girls are only one of the many attractio ns made availabl
e to the UMR student body
in Theatre Guild's product ion is scheduled for the next two
consecu tive weekends in the
St. Pat's Ballroom .

Prepare Fall Schedules
From April 25 through 29,
students returning for the 1977
summer and or 1977 fall
semester are to meet with their
advisors to select courses for
the appropri ate semester (s).
All returnin g students are
expected
to
preregis ter
regardle ss of their spring midsemester grades. Students who
preregis ter for either the
summer or fall semester will be
permitte d to pay fees by mail
prior to regular registrati on.
Complet e instructi ons for
prereg istratio n ,
early
registra tion, and regular
registrati on, may be found in
the front section of the " Fall
Schedule of Classes." Students
may obtain preregis tration
material s and schedule (s ) of
classes from the Registra r's
Office starting on Thursday ,
April 21.
Each advisor will be furnished a schedule to be posted
near his office the week before
preregist ration. This schedule
will
enable
a
s't udent
to
reserve
a
date
and time for arrangin g his
preregi stra tion schedul e.
Students are required to return
their 'preregis tration schedule
and undergra duate credit card
to the Registra r's Office before
4:00 p.m. on April 29.
Again, for the fall an attempt
will be m~de to schedule
students, wheneve r possible,
into the sections preferred .
Since it will not always be

possible to honor requests for there are apparent ly no possible
certain sections, the students variation s in their schedule
.
who follow the instructi ons
Assignm ent of remainin g
outlined in the front of the fall students into sections will
be
schedUle of classes will be given done by arrangin g student
first chance to select the sec- schedules in order by number
of
tions they need. Since sections hours of credit earned and as
are often added to the schedule long a"s possible, requests for
after preregist ration, students particul ar sections will
be
who qualify for priority sec- honored . Since all sections
of all
tioning (as outlined in the courses cannot be offered
at
schedule of classes) should popular times, it will
be
have their preregist ration card necessar y to rearrang e some
noted accordingly , even though schedules to balance sections.

Min er Positions
Ava ilab le
Payin g positi ons are now open in
News , Features, and Sport s for
assist ant editor s and layou t
perso nnel Writer s and
Photo graph ers are also neede d.
Appli cation s availa ble
at Stud- U candy counter.

Get Invo lved - Get on the
Mine r!

MISSO URI MINER

Su llboa rd
:00
and deposited in the no rt h door of th e Miner office by 9
N otices to appear i n the Bull board section should be typed
of the Miner.
p. m',Monda y. Th is will assure publicatio n in the next edition
THE WILD ONE
PR ER EG ISTRA TlON
Greeks! Independe nts! Start or end your weeks right
PREREG ISTRATIO N for students now enrolled in
a
and-or
with SUB on Sunday, April 17 in Centennia l Hall with
school who will be returning for the 1977 summer
p.m. The feature "The Wild One"
1977 fall se m ester will run April 25 through April 29. For movie at 4 :00 and 6: 30
If
.
classic
1954
a
in
Branda
futher informatio n see instructions in the fron t of the star s Lee Marvin and Marlon
great free movies here is
Fall Schedule of Classes which will be available in the you have been missing these
your la st chance to se e one of the best of the year.
Registrar' s Office April 21. Students who preregiste r will
d.
appreciate
to
.greatly
is
prior
n
Your cooperatio
be given an opportuni ty to pay fees by mail
regular registratio n .
WANT TO GO TO COLORAD O?
SUB FRISBEE AND KIT CONTEST
Are you desiring to go to Colorado allhe end of the
SUB will sponsor a ioint Frisbee and Kite flying semester? If so, you might be interested in flying out
contest on Friday April 15th. The contest will take plac~ there. Dan Roemer, of 1711 North Pine, (364·2843), will
on the Intramura l fields from 2to 5 p.m.
be flying a Cessna 172 (4 seater) departing from Rolla
Each contest will have several classes, with prizes to on the Mofhing of May 16, the day after graduatio n, and
be awarded in each class. In case of rain, the 23rd. of returning abouta week thereafter . Roemer is interested
April will be the make up day.
in finding a miximum of two (2) people to along to help
Internatio nal Frisbee rule~ will be observed.
share expenses. Even if you are interested only in the
trip going out there, you should give Dan a call at 364·
GREEK WEEK CARNIVA L
2843 !
Come one , come all to the best carnival UMR has
ever seen . This year the Interfrate rnity Council is
JAZZMUS ICAND
sponsoring its annual Greek Week Carnival on April 22
BIBLICAL POETRY
from 7: 00 to 11 :00, at Lion's Park. The proceeds of this
at8 P.M. in the Mark Twain
April18
Monday
On
.
carnival will be given to the Cerebral Palsy School.
Room the Student Fine Arts Committe e is presenting a
special eve ning of poetry and music . The poets are Gene
MSM ROCK CLIMBNG CLUB
Warren and Howard Schwartz, the musician Lyle
THE M.S.M. ROCK CLIMBING CLUB MEETS
Harris who plays guitar. Howard Schwartz, who has
305
ROOM
.
m
p.
EVERY THURSDA Y NIGHT 6:30
published wide ly, wi ll be reading from his most recent
Climbing
include:
discussed
Topics
HALL.
D
NORWOO
book Vessels . He is also known for his work in founding
safety, Futur e climbs , and Trips by members. All in· the popular poetry series at Duff's restauran t in St.
attend.
to
invited
are
terested parties
Louis. Schwartz draws his inspiration primarily from
a
Old T esta m e nt Biblical subjects which will make for
TAU BETA PI
nice- compleme nt to Gene Warren's work which is
from
read
ill
w
Tau Beta Pi will holct the Spring Initiation Banquet on
Warren
t.
Testamen
New
the
in
founded
April 17th, 1977 at Lions Club Den . All faculty, members his book Ch ris tographia which will be published soon by
and guests are we lcom e. The time will be 6 :00 p.m. Dr.
Cauldron Press . Lyle Harris is a jazz musician of
Foreign
his
on
talk
a
Bobby Wi xson will be giving
strength and deli cacy. His compositio ns "Alhambr a"
pledge.
TBP
any
from
available
are
Tickets
travels.
and "Raga" have been heard and applauded in places
( Tic kets must be turned in to the TBP Mailbox on
like the Orphanag e in St. Louis. April 18.8 P.M. Mark
office.)
EE
the
in
12th
Tu esday, April
Twain Room. Don't miss it.
MARCH OF DIMES WALK·A·T HON
STUDENT FINANCIA L
APO is again sponsoring the 3rd annual March of
AID OFFICE
Dime s Walk-a·tho n to be held in Rolla on Saturday,
at
end
and
April 16, atl0:30. The 20 mile route will begin
can
walkers
to apply for the Missouri Grant
interested
wishing
All
.
student
Building
Any
the Multi·Purp ose
a
for 1977-78 academi c year can do so by completing
pick up sponsor sheets at Student Personnel or the
campus
the
to
prior to the April 30, 1977
(FAF)
awarded
be
Form
will
Financial Aid
candy counter. A trophy
deadline.
organizati on which collects the most money.

KME HELP SE~SIONS
UMR TRAP AND SKEET SHOOTIN G
Kappu Mu Epsilon, national math honor society, will
Every Wednesda y and Thursday UMR Students (both
or
either
in
e
participat
to
for students needing help in math
invited
sessions
are
help
boys)
hold
girls and
Room
both trap and skeet shooting at J.T. Harris' Rolla Tra p cou rses 2to 229. The help sessions will be held in
miles
ree
and Thursdays , 6:30·8:00.
(th
town
of
Mondays
on
east
M·CS
miles
209
and Sk eet R ange seven
beyond Oak Meadow Country Club on 10th Street).
The price is $1.25 for one round of 25 claybirds and
ATTENTI ON GRADUA TING STUDENT S
$1.25 for 25 twelve·gau ge shells. The shells must be shot
there at the Rang e the afternoon you buy th em at the
Commenc ement announcem ents are now available in
Range, and the emptys must be returned to the Club
th e Registrar' s Office for all graduatin g students. These
that same afternoon. No exceptions made.
are provided by the University at no
The time each Wednesda y and Thursday is 3 :00 p.m . announcem ents
. cost to students who will be graduatin~ on May 15,1977.
until you are out of birds and·or money .
If any questions, call Dr. Stevens, 341·4481.
Also , the UMR Trap and Skeet Club has available for
ORDER OF THE ENGINEE R
use at the Range a Skeet gun and a Trap gun.
enioy
and
Club
Skeet
and
Trap
Come! Join the UMR
Applicatio n for the Order of the Engineer ceremony
all of these opportunit ies .
are available at the Dean of Engineer' s office, Room
101, Engr. Research Bldg. The ceremony will be April
SCOUTIN G AND GUIDING MEMBER S
26 & 27. Applicatio ns should be returned to Rm. 101,
Engr. Research Bdlg.
Beta Chi Sigma, the Internatio nal Scouting and
Guiding Service Fraternity for College and University
M·CLUB
Studnets will hold its next biweekly meeting at 8 :00
p.m., Thursday April 14, in the Ozark room (213-4 of
is invited to the annual M·Club
Everyone
Attention:
and
proiect,
pledge
the
O.S.U .) Committe e reports,
All Sports Award Banquet on April 19 at 6:00 p.m. in
nominatio n of officers will be the order of business . All Centennia l Hall. Come and find out who Coach of the
interested parties are welcome to attend.
Year will be and which athlete will receive the Gale
Bullman Award . The Banquet will be M ·C'd by Dave
W.A . R.
White of KTTR . Tickets can be purchased from any M·
third
its
hold
member.
will
Club
Rolla
The Wargame s Associatio n of
There will be an M·Club meeting this Thursday night
meeting on Thursday April 21 1971 in Room 202 Math.
121.
Computer Science building at 7: 00 p. m . Simulated at 7:00 p.m. in M.E .
wargames and wargamin g activities will be discussed.
,Members and other interested parties are invited to
15th ANNUAL IFC BANQUE T
attend .
The 15th Annual IFC Banquet with guest speaker
WHO'S WHO
James Spainhow er will be held at Lions Club Den Wed.
I\pril 20th starting at 6 :30 p . m . An "all you can eat"
Who's Who applicatio ns are available at the Office of meal is planned with Fraternity awards and the I Fe
Student Personnel , Bldg. T·26, until May 14th. T,hey will Man of the Year being presented . For tickets and fur.
be made available in the f all from August 29 • Sept 16th. ther informatio n contact any IFe Jr. Rep .

Journalist Speaks At UM R
Dr. John Merrill, professor of
journalis m and news editing at
the Univers ity of Missour i·
Columbia , will speak Friday,
April 15, at 3:30p .m. in Room G·
5 of the University of Missouri·
Humani ties·Soc ial
Rolla
Sciences Building. His topic is
"Existential Journali sm."
"Most journalis ts are dull and
conform ist," Dr. Merrill tells
students in his undergra duate
lecture course, "just as most
people are dull and con·
formist." In the book, "The
Imperati ve of Freedom ," he
says, "Americ an journalis ts,
like most journalis ts of the
Western world, while still
chanting the tenets of liber·
tarianism , are marching into an

authorita rian sunset unaer the member of the working press .
banners of 'social respon· He holds four degrees , has
sibility.'" He has also said, written 10 books and has
" ... .Few journalis ts in America published more than 200 articles
are guided by any philosophy or in the fie ld of journali sm
overriding theories. It never education. He has lectured in
occurs to them to think in such some 20 countries and has held
terms. They don't like to talk visi ting profess orships
about ideas but about their new University of Virginia , National
editing machine s or their new Chengchi University (Taipei)
piped:in music."
and Texas A. & M. He has also
been a reporter, editor , feature
writer,
editorial
These remarks of Dr. writer ,
Merrill's are admitted ly taken telegraph editor and columnis t
out of context. They are used to for a variety of newspap ers in
illustrate an approach in the this country and has served as a
journali sm correspo ndent for two foreign
of
educatio n
students.
news publications.
The lecture is open to the
In addJtion to his academi c public and there is no admission
career, Dr. Merrill has been a charge.
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The Missouri .Miner
Urges You
To Su ppo rt
·Ou r Local
Ad ver tise rs
UM R Coe d One Of Four
To Receive Scholarship
Ramona Day, senior in civil
engineer ing a t the University of
Missouri ·Rolla , is one of four
students in the United States to
receive an America n Society of
(ASCE)
Enginee rs
Civil
Student Chapter Scholarship.
The $1,500 award by the
professional society was made
on the basis of the applican t's
educatio nal plan, academi c
perform ance and standing ,
potentia l for develop ment ,
leadersh ip capacity , financial
need and the appraisa l of a
stateme nt by the applican t
justifying receipt of the award .
Miss Day is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Day,
Route 11, Springfield. She was
graduate d from Willard High
School in 1974.
She is a member of the
student chapter of ASCE at
UMR and Tau Beta Pi,
honorar y scholars hip frater·
nity . She is also a member of
Chi Epsilon, professi onal

recognit ion fraterni ty, and
serves as associate editor of Chi
Ep's publicat ion, "Transi t."
She has been active in Tau Beta
music
honorar y
Sigma,
sorority, and has been elected
treasure r and vice presiden t of
the group.
During the time she has been
enrolled at UMR, she has been
awarded a Univers ity of
Missouri Curator' s Scholarship,
a Black & Veatch Scholarship
and a scholarsh ip from the
Consulting Engineer s Council of
Missouri .
. Miss Day will receive her B.S.
degree in civil engineer ing in
May, 1978.

.•..........•.
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EUROPE via Pan Am 707"
Less than '/2 Economy Fare.
Call collect (~9 pm) (314) 994· •
7744 or see your travel agent.
60·day advance paymen t.
required U niT ravel Charters .

t.•••• •••• ••• ~~

Having a Split Fit
April 14th & 15th

Banana49¢
Split

•

. D .Q. Corp.
Reg. U .S. Pat . Off. , Am . D .Q. Corp. (c) Copyright 1977 Am
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SPORT
shop
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Your Headquarters For Printed Sport·
swear, T·Shirts, Jerseys,
Uniforms,Fraternity Wear & For All
Your Sporting Goods Needs!

t
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Computers Are
Only Human
Man your computers .. .get punch the cards feeding the
set .. .go! It ' had to come . program and trial data to the
Computers have become a computer, obtain a read out,
useful tool in so many areas of check it for errors, make
hU1)1an endeavor that someone .corrections, check again and
had to develop a contest to then submit the programming
measure skills in manipulation solution to the judges. The
of the awesome beasts.
judges then checked the
The first national student solution and if they found
computer programming contest errors, returned it to the team
was held at Georgia Tech to be revisl!d . Total time was
University ,
Atlanta,
in recorded for each problem
February. The four-man team solved only after it had received
of Mark Mueller, Steve Guntly, final approval from the judges.
Dennis Keats and Sam Bruner A penalty was recorded for
from the University of Missouri- every trial and for every time
Rolla placed third in a field of the judges had to inspect a
17. First place went to Michigan submitted solution .
'ream member Dennis Keats
State and second to Purdue. The
host team, Georgia Tech, came explained the UMR strategy.
"Each member on our team
in fourth .
took one of the four problems to
At first glance the contest work on ," he said. "Guntley and
looked simple. Each team was Mueller had the two that turneri
given four problems to com- out to be easiest to solve. When
plete between 5 p.m. and they finished their work, they
midnight. The goal was to helped Bruner and me with
develop accurate computer ours."
programs to solve all four
"A contest like this contains
problems in the least amount of many elements of frustration, ".
time with the fewest penalties. Keats said. "There's ' much
None of the teams competing in figuring, mumbling, conAtlanta solved all four problems sultation with your team
before the deadline. Only the members and, almost always,
top four teams completed cries of anguish. In a
solutions to three.
preliminary contest - before
the national - one group finally
"Computers are not really
submitted a job to the judges
super-human or even human,"
which printed the message 'WE
says Dr. Arlan DeKock,
GIVE UP. WE ARE SLASHING
associate professor of computer
OUR WRISTS IN THE
science and the UMR team
RESTROOM ' 2,000 times."
adviser. "To get a correct
answer from a computer when a
One of the contest judges was
button is pushed, means that
some human being programs Dr. John Metzner, assistant
the machine to deal with every professor of computer science
conceivable factor that is at UMR. Dr. Metzner had
with
earlier
necessary to find the answer. assisted
For some problems, this can preliminary regional contests
held on the UMR campus and
take weeks or even months.
was asked to serve on the
"We're very proud of our organizing committee of the
team," he continues. "Third national contest.
The second national contest is
place in this type of contest is a
scheduled for next spring. Even
high honor ."
Contest procedure specified now UMR is making plans to
that each team develop a field a team and students are in
program to solve a problem , training for the big event!

Klie Receives
Graduate
Scholarship
Ross Klie, senior in chemical points . He received honorable
engineering at the University of mention all-MlAA in 1976 and
Missouri-Rolla , has received a was named to the first team this
$1500 graduate scholarship year .
from the National Collegiate
UMR head coach Billy Key
Athletic Association.
said, "Ross is one of the finest
The scholarship is one of · 15 young men I have had the
awarded by the NCAA to pleasure of coaching . His
basketball players in the United basketball ability and his
States
for
outstanding competitive desire have been Ii
academic and athletic ability. major factor in the success of
Klie, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ross the UMR basketball program.
R. Klie of 155 Barnette Drive,
"But basketball is not his
Edwardsville, nl., broke into entire life . Ross has worked just
the Miners ' starting lineup as hard preparing himself for a
midway through his freshman career in chemical engineering.
season. He helped UMR win its His academic record is as
first ever Missouri Inter- outstanding as his athletic
collegiate Athletic Association record and we think the NCAA
championship in 1976 and made an excellent choice in its
played in two consecutive decision to reward him ."
NCAA Playoffs in 1975 and 76.
Klie has indicated that he will
Klie is the seventh leading use the scholarship to continue
scorer in Miner basketball his studies at UMR.
history wi th more than 1100

University of Missouri-Rolla's award-winning computer programming team tries one
method of training for their strange new contest. They are: Left to right, Steve Guntly,
Sam Bruner, Dennis Keats and Mark Mueller. Faculty adviser, Dr . . Arlan DeKock,
background, is open to suggestions for all kinds of training techniques.

Mine, News
liPai"t Your Wagon"
To Be Performed
Members of the University of
Missouri-Rolla Theater Guild,
in cooperation with the UMR
music section , will present
"Paint Your Wagon" as their
1977 spring musical. The
production is scheduled for two
consecutive weekends Friday
and Saturday. April 15-16 and
22-23 at 8 p.m. in the St. Pat's
Ballroom, University CenterWest.

of the plot. One of the musical's
Cynthia Callahan, junior in
classic numbers is "They Call mechanical engineering, is
the Wind Maria."
director of the production. The
The 25-member cast includes 21-piece stage band is directed
miners, saloon girls, towns- , by Joel Kramme, instructor in
people, etc . Major roles are music at UMR .
played and sung by Lawrence
Tickets are available in the
Coop, sophomore in arts and foyer of the University Center
sciences; Mary Foehse, senior beginning Monday, April 11.
in civil engineering; Michael Cost is $1.50 each for students
Bayer , junior in electrical and $2.50 each for the general
engineering; and Nanette Bert, public .
.
fophomore in chemistry .

"Paint Your Wagon" is set in
the foothills of the California
Sierra mountains during the
" gold rush." It. chronicles the
life of a mining community entitled Rumson from
establishment , through boomtown to ghost-town . The love
affair of Jennifer, a miner 's
A total of 54 University of
daughter, is an important part Missouri-Rolla junior, senior

Fifty-.F our. Initiated
Into Honor Society

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the University of

Missouri-Rolla. It is published at Rolla, Missouri, every week during
the school year. Entered as second class maHer February 8, 1945, at
the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of March 3, 1879. The
subscriptions are 53.00 per semester. This MISSOURI MINER
features activities of the students and faculty of UMR. Miner office
(341 ·4235)
Paul Andrew (364·9885,
Bill Ud ing (364·563() :
John Stoddard (364 ·9957 ).
Bruce Schaller (364 -9885 )
Jim Allen. (364 ·5186 )
Brian Ka v anaugh (364 ·9885 )
Dennis Gilliam (3 41 ·2331)
Ed Burford (364 .9792 ) I
John Martine (364 - 97 9~n
Dr" Cu r t Adam s
Caila" L e-i tne-r -Jones
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MEMBER

E'd·tn,
Bus iness Mal1age'
Ad v ertising D ir ector
Manag ing Eei tor

N ews Edi'0r
F eatu res Edilo:
Sporls Eo/W,
Pholo Ed .tc r
C ir c ulation Mand g ..~ "
F acul t v Ad vlso"
RON Adviso r 1

St aff : K ati e K un k el , Linda Ponz er, K a r en Down er , Carol Russell ji,n
Hastey, Mark L ester , Dennis Em il y , Dav e Na eger, Chu ck Stal ey,
Harry Burford, Larr y Harr is, Ron Farley, Linda Jost ~ D ave Thor~ .
Jerrv Smith , Brian Ed w ard s, L.D . Ericson , A lan B en son, Ra nd y
:" lus Tals, R ich Lin ck

Articles and photos for publication i n the Miner must be In by 9: 00
p.m . on the Monday before printing on Thursday .
Address· Missouri Miner, University of MO.·Rolia
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and graduate students have
been initiated into membership
in Phi Kappa Phi, national
honor society .
Phi Kappa Phi was founded in
1897. UMR 's Phi Kappa Phi
group , established in 1920 was
the organization's 19th chapter.
There are now more than 200
chapters at colleges and
universities throughout the
country.
This was the first honor
society to recognize superior
scholarship in all fields of study.
Members are selected on the
basis of scholarship and
character . Only the top 10 per
cent of each class is eligible for
membership .
Honorary initiate this spring
is John P . Govier , professor of
petroleum engineering at UMR.
Professor Govier's grandfather
was one of the founders of the
national Phi Kappa Phi.

Open Files- Help Or
Hinderance

Ellen Phillips faced a difficult
decision when she applied to
Graduate School at Washington
University two years ago.
Federal legislation passed in
December 1974 gave her the
right to read the recommendations that her undergraduate teachers had put in
her academic file,
The reason? So she could
correct any misstatements and
misconceptions and, generally,
know what was enclosed. After
all, Congress reasoned, it was

he~uf:I:;ficials

~~ ~~~~~A

Dining Room - Orders To Go - Open Daily 11 •• m.
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364-1971 Closed Monday

Herweg said,"When you get
out of grade school, life is a
competitive situation. People
who
evaluate you
are
professionals . If you can't stand
that type of objective analysis,
maybe you don't belong in the
medical profession."

"Besides," she said, "if you'
teach the student to go to a
teacher who can write
something relevant to his
career goals , the recommendation should be read. It's
good feedback. The student can
see how others view him."

At Webster College, Dean of
Students Philip Wentzel says
teaching applicants do better by
waiving their rights, But in
oth er areas, he says, " Our
experience shows it doesn 't
make much di ffe rence."
Dr , John Herweg , associate
of

the

Washington

FralTlpton Tickles
Ivories
How Frampton on the piano,
accompanied by Lenny Balis
Trari, a fantastic drummer,
and Tom Cahill a superb bass
players can bring the rafters
down is a feat in itself.
But the Frampton Trium-

virate is more than just
exuberant sound, it's consummate musicianship!!!
On April 20th, at 8:00 p.m . in
'Centennial Hall you can hear
this fantastic trio, sponsored by
the Student Union Board.

'#******************************
~:n~.~:~.sons Daily
Calicol0~;~e~O
C~;am~ics
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Environmentalism
-will it muddy
the job pool?

The fact that few students
here have inspected their files
- and the fact that even fewer
have found anything wrong may bear out the contention of
Burton Wheeler, Washington
University's dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences. He says
that " the whole thing is no
longer an issue."

Mrs . Rosemary Bruno ,
associate director of placement
at the University of Missouri at
St. LoUis, said, "The majority of
school district personnel
directors would prefer that our
(teaching ) applicants present a
confidential file. We tell the
students this , but the decision is
theirs, "

over and decided I should know
what was in there," she said.
For Mrs. Phillips, principle's
victory over pragmatism
proved to be a double victory,
She had a clean file - and she
was accepted despite her
decision,

"'!!!l~~~~~~~~~!!!!~!!!!!!!!~!!!!!~~~~~~~~~':'::::::::'::::'::::::::'::::':=:':=::=:':~~::!:.~~~:.z.::::;~;

That's because files of
students who want to get a look '
are marked as "open." And
graduate school admissions
committees and prospective
employers, she was told, would
lend little weight to an "open"
recommendation. The
reasoning is that teachers who
know that students will inspect
the file will be less than candid
in their recommendations.

But other college ad ministrators
find
that
prospective employers shy
away from open files,

only good comments. She had
nothing to hide.
But then, a misstatement even one made accidentally could follow her through her
academic career like a bad
credit rating.
"My husband and I talked it

!

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD

at the New York
,
'ty th a t ha d gra d ua ted
umverSI
Mrs. Phillips -it is not her real
name - had told her she might
be better off to waive her ri~ht,

In fact , says Registrar
William Nelson, none of the five
students who looked at their
recommendations
found
misstatements.

would waive the right to see his
files.
But other educators cited a
consideration that might be
equally important.

"When a student wants to see
his recommendations" said Dr.
Donald W. Bussmann of the
University Medical School, admissions committee at St.
thinks otherwise.
Louis University School of
"I'm sure most admissions Medicine, "the natuflll question
committee members feel an we have to ask is, "Does this
open recommendation is very student have something to
likely to be a letter modified . hide?" The suspicion is that
from the true evaluation - and some students ~ll challenge
a letter that is also full of and attempt to delete from their
platitudes," he said.
files damaging material that
nevertheless is true .
Wheeler and the other ad·
missions officers said that they
Mrs . Phillips was in a
thought the right to look at files quandry . She was reluctant to
was necessary and worthwhile, resk a rejection from graduate
But each said that, if he were a school, especially because she
st udent today , he probably believed that her file contained

ST. LOUIS POST DISPATCH

dean
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Some people think America will have ,
to spend a trillion dollars by the mid1980's on more pollution control. Could
this hurt your chance of getting a job
you want? We hope not-but it's a
possibility.
America simply doesn't have a
trillion dollars to spare. Shifting so vast
an amount from other uses will disrupt
nearly every other national goal.
Adding costly environmental
equipment doesn't increase industrial
production. So once the equipment is
in place, the handful of new jobs
created for pollution control is more
than offset by production jobs that
don't appear. Spending large sums on
pollution control means companies
can't spend,that money on something
else-like new jobs.
We're going to need another
18,<XXl,<XXl jobs in this country by 1985.
These days the average job costs
S42,168 to create. So a trillion dollars
is more than the total current cost of
creating 18,<XXl,<XXl jobs.
Even if we had a trillion dollars.
America couldn't satisfy its most
extreme environmental demands
already on the books. Air quality rules
now lock important areas of the co untry o ut of any n e ~ industrial development. And water quality standards
being appli ed to all bodies of water. no
matter how they' re used, will stymi e
even populati on growth in many parts
of the U,S.
We all want clean air and water,
We've been sensitized to pollution's
da ngers for years, But the fact is:
Ameri ca's air and water have been

getting cleaner lately. We've obviously
still got a lot to do. But as we do it,
we need to study carefully the<:osts and
benefits, to keep environmentalism
from tying America up in knots.

plain
talk on how to get
a job
FM!@--Ar'MC:O>S

We've got a free booklet to help you
get a job. Use it to set yourself apa"rt.
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
questions you'lI need to know. Like
why you should bone up on companies
you like. What to do (flier the first
interview. Hints to make you a more
aggressive, attractive job candidate.
All prepared for Armco by a consulting
firm specializing in business recruiting.
with help from the placement staff of
a leading university.
Send for your free copy of How 10
Gel a Job" Write Armco Steel Corporatio n. Educatio nal Relations Dept ..
General Offices, U-4. Middleto wn.
Ohi o 4504:1. Our supply is limited. so
writ e now,

,

,

ARM CO

V

••

Plain talk about

POu.uTION CONTROL
So far, Armco has spent S260,<XXl,<XX>
for pollution control systems. Running
that equipment costs us another
S26,<XXl,<XXl a year. We've slashed our
air emissions 95%. But now we've
passed the point of diminishing returns.
Cutting into that final 5% can cost
more-and waste more electrical
energy-than it took to stop the entire
95%. What's worse, generating the
electricity to reduce industrial emissions further often creates more
pollution at power plants than industry
removes. As a nation, we need to
carefully examine environmentalist
demands and balance them against
their social. as well as economic,
consequences.
Next time somebody says industry
ought to start cleaning up its act, you
might like to point out that the cleanup is well on its way. The more extra
environmental costs pile on, the fewer
new jobs there may be.

Armco wants YQY! plain talk

on environmentalism and jobs
Does our message make sense'! We'd
like to know what you think. Your
personal experiences, Facts you've
found to prove or disprove our point.
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more
detailed repo rt on the rel ationship
between pollulio n control and jobs,
Our offer of H o II' 10 Gel a Job, above.
tells you ho w to writ e us. Let us hear
from yo u, We've all got a stake in
more American jobs,

'-------- ------------1-------~:.....--------I4---------------..J
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Black Culture
Week Continues
At St . Louis UniverSity ,
But most students in St. Louis
A variety of programs by, for
and about Blacks is being ' have chosen to waive their Placement Director Ellen
presented by the Association for rights. The reason : a shrunken Harshman said, 99 per cent of
Black
Students
at
the job market and tremendous those with placement files have
University of Missouri-Rolla competition for graduate school kept them open . But only five
during Black Culture Week openings. For example, St. students actually have looked at
and
Washington their files.
Louis
April 12 through 17.
Mrs. Harshman said that
Events are scheduled for each Universities got 8000 and 6700
evening during the week. The applications respectively for 155 most placement directors
public is invited and no ad- and 120 spaces at their medical routinely advised students to
waive their rights. But her
mission will be charged except schools.
for the banquet and fashion
And among the St. Louis office decided to question the
wisdom . It
show on Saturday, April 16.
students who have retained conventional
According to James A. Nicks their right to inspect files , checked with employers and
Jr. , president of the UMR administrators say , few have found that few of them viewed
open files with suspicion . .
•. Association for Black Student,S exercised it.
the purpose of Black Culture
Week is to familia~ize the
campus and community with
the heritage and culture of the
black student. It is held annually near the anniversary of
the assassination of Martin
Luther King .
.The remaining schedule of
events is as follows:
Thursday ,
April
14 ,
The Department of Military tatives will tell how their
Association for Black Students- Science will participate in the careers have been enhanced by
Alpha Phi Alpha Talent Show, 8 First Annual A1umni-5tudent- participation as Army Officers .
p.m ., Mechanical Engineering Faculty Conference, University They plan to tell how it is and
Auditorium .
of Missouri-Rolla, April 11-15, how it has been. Discussions
Friday , April 15 , Play , "Don 't 19.77 . Lieutenant
Colonel will not be limited to all the good
You Want to be Free?" Lincoln Charles G. Marvin, Professor of things either.
University Stagecrafters, 8: 30 Military Science, has invited
Featured Guest A1umnis will
p.m ., Centennial Hall.
alumni representing the Active be Bill Stoltz, Class of 1968,
Saturday , April 16, Second Army, US Army Reserve and David Copeland, Class of 1970
Annual Banquet and Fashion the Missouri National Guard to and David Setser, Class of 1975.
Show , 5:30 p.m ., Centennial participate in the discussions . The informal discussions will be
Hall . Banquet speaker will be The discussions will include the held in Classroom 102, Building
Eugene Jackson, president and current activities of the Active T-2 at 8: 30 to 10: 30 a.m . and 1:30
chairman of the board of the Army, Reserves and National to 3:00 p.m . on April 15. All
National Black Network, New ' Guard, the benefits of each a nd students interested in learning
York , New York. Reservations what these activities have to what the Active Army, US
for the banquet should be made
Arm y Reserve and National
with Cora Robinson, 341-4212, offer to the University of Guard have to offer them upon
before April 14.
Missouri-Rolla student and graduation are invited to attend
Sunday, Aprl 17, movie and graduate . Alumni represen- and participate.
lecture, "Racism in Black
Africa," Frank Chapman and
Co ., 7 p.m., 117 Civil
Engineering Building.
Jackson and Chapman are
both alumni of UMR. Jackson
graduated in 1967 with a B.S.
degree in electrical engineering
and has held his present
position since 1972. The
National Black Network, a
division of Unity Broadcasting
Network, Inc., is the first
nationwide iUack-controlled
and oriented radio news service. Jackson has also been
director of Major Industries
3U-"16
908 PI".
Program for the .Interracial
Council for Business OpporSTUDENT DISCOUNT
tunity, production and project
engineer for the Black
Hair Cutter. Noke and Jim
Economic Union, and industrial
engineer
'with
Colgate
Palmolive Co. He is on the
board of directors of the
National
Association
of
Broadcasters, and has served
on the boards of the International Television and Radio
Society and New York Urban
League. He received his
master's degree in business at
Columbia University, New York
City, in 1971.
Chapman, who received his
B.S. degree in history at UMR
in December, 1975, is now a
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME CPE
graduate student in an(Factory Air Conditioned)
thropology at Washington
Auto Transmission, Power Steering, Power Disc
University, with his major work
Brakes, Air Cond., Tinted glass, Wheel covers, Radial
in African Culture. He is the
WW Tires, Plus all factory equipment.
author of numerous articles and
"Special Terms . for Graduating Seniors"
papers, including "Science in
Limited Time
Africa, " and "The End of
'Only Delivered
Ideology Fraud and Praxis,"
Your
Olds
Buick-AMC-JEEP
Dealer
which have appeared in history
and political science journals.
. NO. I
The Sunday evening program
(Since 1951)
'i' SELLING
SOO Hwy 63 Soutll
will be presented by Chapman
~
CAR
ltolla,Mo.
and Wale Amusa , an African
Open 8t08- Sat. til 4 p. m .
student
at
Washington
University.

Alumni-StudentFaculty Conference

LOOKING FOR
THAT NEW DO
THIS SUMMER?
It's At

HIS 'N HER'S CUTTERY

$4998

ECK MOTOR CO., INC.

On
The
World
Front
Source:

u.s.

News & World Report.

President Carter and Congress are having their showdown. The
issues at hand are the President's proposed $50 tax rebate and 30
water and dam project s. Congress has said that it won't app"ove
the rebate unless Carter approves the water projects. The fight
will begin when Congress convenes again on April 18.
Uberals are supporting the Achninistration's policies on
matters such as the environment and voting rights. The programs
that are proposed won't add to the budget, but the energy
program is seen as meddling into peoples' lives.
Despite President Carter's plea for human rights, the Soviets
are still eager to trade with the United States. Russia is mostly
interested in computers, autos, and fann machinery and are
willing to sell their fertilizer, oil, and natural gas.
UFO's are in the news again. The government is expected to
make " unsettling disclosures" before the year is out. This official
statement will be contrary to the government's past policy of
" ignoring" unidentified flying objects.
The Government 's ban on saccharin is drawing more mail from
the public than any other issue ever has. Washington receives
from 600 to 800 letters a day, almost all in opposition to the ban.
Progress of human rights if the Soviet Union: "Under Stalin,
dissident Andrei Sakharov would have heen killed rather than
allowed to stay alive and complain about injustice."

f·····························1

!

G & D STEAK HOUSE
6 Oz. Ribeye $1.69

:
:
:
•
:

Served With Toast & Baked Potato
Or French Fries
Open 7 Days A Week
Hours: 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Forum Shopping Center

:

~

!
:

............................

:
:
:
:
:

~.

Rolla Craft & Hobby
1009 A Pine (lIth & Pine)

364-5581

DISCO
Every Thurs., Fri., & Sit. Night At

'r:l:l1-: G.!\.S 11(}US:F
Remember Thursday Night Is

LADIES NIGHT

TOP HAT LOUNGE
MICHELOB ON TAP
Open 5:00 p.m.-l:30 a.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
12:00 noon·l:30 a.m.
Fri. & Sat.

IT'S AT THE HAl
609 Rolla st.
364-2030
ABOVE ABC BOWLING LANES

[;
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When you believe in what you're doing, ::~
,
you just naturally do it better.
.~

Anheuser- BlAe!\. Inc . SI l ou •• . Mel
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Rules and Regulationsj"
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CONDITIONS OF RENTAL
FOR RECREATION EQlliPMENT
Reservation & Check Out:
1. Equipment can be checked in and aut of T-9, Room 201, which
will be open Mon-Fri. Hours posted on the door.
2. Equipment can be reserved at any time up to weekend it is
being used, and reservation must be accompanied by normal
deposit and presentation of UMR ID card. (an individual cannot
reserve equipment for two consecutive weekends) It is to your
advantage to schedule one week in advance as we work on first
come - first serve basis.
1) Equipment reservation requires presentation of valid UMR ID
and a $10.00 deposit per canoe or set of items from the other
categories.
b) Organizations officially recognized by the University of
Missouri-Rolla may reserve up to 70 per cent of available equipment in stock but must be registered in person one month (28 days)
prior to scheduled chec, out. (Each organization is limited to one
weekend per calendar year)
c) Notification of cancellation of reserved equipment must be
received in writing or in person by closing time one week in advance of check out date or a cancellation charge will be assessed
equal to the rental rate or deposit, whichever is less.
3. No person other than the one whose name appears on the
reservation form may pick up equipment. UMR ID card must be
presented at check out time, as this is kept in Student Union BoardOn The Loose (hereafter SUB-OTL) files until equipment is
returned. (Organizations must submit approval letter)
4. Only one item of each category will be issued per person, per
UMR ID (except canoe paddles and life vests)
5. Rental rate for rental period will be collected in advance at
time of check out. (No exception will be made)
Returning Equipment:
1. Equipment must be returned by the date specified on the
reservation sheet or a late charge will be assessed.
2. A late charge will be assessed equal to the rental rate for the
period overdue plus $5.00.
3. All equipment will be inspected for damages and loss of parts,
: i.e. All tents must be set up
im;pection.
4. All equipment must be returned dry and clean (cleaning
charge is $5.00 per article). However, no late charges will be
assessed if the renter shows a SUB-OTL staff person the wet item,
dries the item (in the manner suggested) and returns the item the
next day. (User is responsible for bringing in equipment so late
charges won't be assessed.)
Notice:
1. SUB-OTL persoMe! are not responsible for mounting car-top
carriers, or loading conoes and-or equipment onto vehicles.
2. All SUB-OTL regulations apply to group&-prganizations as well
as individuals.
3. Damage to equipment will be evaluated by the OTL Personnel.
4. Charges made on lost or damaged equipment are not c0ntestable except by formal complaint within one month (28 days) to
the SUB Outdoor Recreation Committee.
5. The Student Union Board will take appropriate action for those

roc

.- (~ --P
. ---- ~'.,,--

who do not abide by stated conditions.
6. If rules are abused, priviledges will be suspended at the
discretion of SUB-Outdoor Receration Committee and OTL Personnel.
7. The renter must agree to keep the equipment in his-her custody
and will not loan or sublet to another party.
ON CANOES:
Try not to drop a canoe, it will help if you lift it by having a person
on each end.
Load canoes while they are in the water. Having one end of the
canoe several feet up on the land and the rest in the water, not only
makes it unstable but when weight is in it, it will break the back.
(keel)
Also don't load canoes while on land and carry them to the wateryou can bteak the back this way also. When moving around in the
canoe in the water keep low and steady yourself with one hand on
each gunwale. (side of the canoe)
When you see some rapids, pick the spot to go through where the
" V" formed by the rocks points down-stream.
THE LIFE-JACKETS ARE THERE FOR YOUR PROTECTION,
SO WEAR THEM AND WHEN NOT WORN AT LEAST DO
OTHERS A FAVOR BY NOT SITTING ON THEM!
If in doubt about a section of river, get out and walk down to
check it out, who knows there might be a falls down there.
IF A STORM NEARS-GET OFF THE WATER!
ON TENTS:
Pick a sheltered spot, away from trees and out of gullies. Clear it
of sharp sticks and rocks, they really don't feel very good when you
sleep on one all night. Put down the piece of plastic provided and set
you tent on top of it. This way mabe you won't puncture a hole in
floor of the tent.
It is a good idea not to smoke or cook in a tent as the nylon burns
easily and you could suffocate from the fumes - it has happened.
Also, keep the tents away from fires.
ON SLEEPING BAGS:
These bags are polyester filled and even when wet will keep you
warm for the night especially in a tent. Don't try drying these over a
fire because it just does not work. You will end up with a sleeping
bag on fire. The liners are provided to keep them clean and also will
keep sweat from your body so you won't become cold.
ON PACKS:
TheSe packs are durable and strong but won't stand up too well If
you abuse them. Don't over pack them and force the zippers, this
causes them to rip out. Packs are just like a suitcase carried on
your back, take care of it and keep it clean and only carry those
things that are supposed to be in it. i.e., your clothes and cooking
utensils, pack and sleeping. Pack it so your heaviest items are on
top and next to your shoulders, it will carry better.
LASr OF ALL:
This service was set up for you, take care of the equipment as if
it was yours and keep it clean and dry. The success of tfie program
and rental prices depend on how long the equipment lasts.
Damages will cause the prices to go up to compensate for repairs or
replacements. Enjoy and experience the outdoors!

, ','
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Old Time Cures
Reprinted form "Bittersweet" magazine
Without doctors to call when a
family member got sick or hurt,
old-timers had to use what was
available . Some of the
ingredients they used had
healing qualities and.are used in
modern medicines today, but
the healing effect of others was
probably only in the mind. Some
may have done more harm than
good. But regardless of their
medicinal effect, people did not
stand around helpless.
Many remedies were found 'by
using plants, either cultivated
for the purpose or found
growing wild.
Chew the bark of a slippery

elm tree for a sore throat, to
take the soreness right out.
To take away the itch, dig a
quantity of poke roots. Boll for
the potion and bathe in it. This is
sometimes called liquid fire.
For colds or fever , get some
peppermint out of a stream. Put
it in a glass and pour cold water
over it. Drink the liquid.
There were several teas used
for colds. Take the bark off a big
wild cherry tree and boil it in
water.
Take
a
couple
tablespoons of the liquid with
some sugar to make it easier to
drink. Tea made from the stalk
of the horehound was also used.

A common spring tonic was a
tea made from the sassafras
root which is dug early in
February before sap comes up.
Boil the cleaned roots in water
and drink the liquid. Many
people today love the taste of
this and boil the roots or bark
any time of the year. Root bear
began as the flavor of sassafras.
The drin!: was to thin your
blood, a polite way of saying to
clean out the intestinal tract.
Another plant that grows in
the region was pennyroyal , an
aromatic plant of the mint
family. It was used for colds, or
crushed then dusted or whipped

on the arms and legs to keep off
chiggers and seed ticks when
berry picking .
Ada Tooker gave her
daugher, Elizabeth Fishwick
this mullein syrup for a bad
cough. Elizabeth said, " It really
works. The stuff tasted so bad
that I was afraid to cough."
To make the mullein cough
syrup, take fresh mullein leaves
into a warm room and let them
wilt. Put them in a pan and
cover with a large amount of
water. Set this on the back of the
stove and let simmer for 2 to 3
days . Strain this , then add
sugar for a thick syrup. Let the

mixture cool down until very
thick. Take 1 teaspoonful every
4 hours.
Another readily available
source of medicines was from
animals.
Spread pa'p ers out and lay a
person suffering from shingles
down on them. Chop off a black
hen 's head and let the blood run
all over the person.
For frostbi te, kill a young
rabbit and cut itopen. While the
blood is still warm , place the
area that is frostbitten into the
carcass and let it become
thoroughly bathed in the blood.
(con~nu~d ~n p~ge .11 l \
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Start College This Summer
at Meramec
Take a co urse at St. Louis Communit y College at Meramec
this summer and you 'll be one up on t he fall semes ter.
No matter whi ch college y ou're pl ann ing to attend, you
can sharpen your sk ills now for the academic year ahead.
In additi on to air conditioned classes and labs, you'll
have use of t he campus tennis courts and swimm in g
pool.

Summer Session: June 13 through August 5, 1971
Day and evening courses are avail ab le in ca reer and
college transfer programs. Mai I regist ration for t he

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!

On-campus
reg istration
ill be leted
conducted
summer
session
must bewcomp
by MayMay
27. 3 1
th rough June 9.
For further informati on regarding co urses and
regist ration or t he Summer Session catalog, please
write or call the Admissions Office, St. Louis
Community College at Meramec, 11333 Bi g
Bend Bou levard, SI. Lou is, Mi ssour i 63 122.
Telephone: (314) 966- 3402, extension 460.

St. Louis Community
College
CIt M erClm ec

A n Equa l Opportunity. Aff irm ati ve A ct ion Insti tu t ion

Thursday , Apr il 14,1 977

Campus Club's Candidate for the 1977 Independent's Queen is
Miss Maggie Fendlason. Maggie is a Graduate of Parkway West
Senior High in West St. Louis County and is currently studying
Dietetics at Mizzou. Last semester she was on the Honor Roll and '
earlier this year was named Miss Gillett Hall '77.
Maggie has done some modeling and enjoys playing the guitar
and dancing. She was also named Spirit of J unior Miss in a Junior
Miss Scholarship Pageant. We feel that Maggie has all the
qualification::; for this years Queen.

The members of the Resident Hall Association are proud to
announce as their queen candidate, Miss Kathy Bryan. Kathy is a
sophomore from St. Louis, majoring in Chemical Engineering.
Kathy has kept busy here at U.M.R. not only by studying, but by
becoming active in such campus activities as AlCHE, SWE, IKA,
and by playing intramural sports for RHA. When Kathy is not involved with any of these activities, whe enjoys singing, dancing,
and partying. We at the RHA are sure that Kathy would do all independents honor as their queen.

~

~

Thomas Jefferson Hall Association is delighted to present Miss
Betty " Bubbles" Ellsworth as its Independent's Weekend Queen'
candidate. Betty is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Ellsworth
of Noxa, Missouri.
Betty is a U.M.R. freshman majoring in Petroleum Engineering.
One of Betty's past accomplislnnents was to be the Queen at her
home town's summer celebration. Betty is currently the bat girl fOIl
the Miner s baseball team. She is also auite active in other campus
activities. We at T.J .H.A. feel that Betty would be an excellant
choice for Independents Weekend Queen.

The members of Tech-Engine Club are proud to present Miss Rita
Whitehead as their candidate for Independent's Weekend in 1m.
Rita is the daughter of Lt. Colonel Robert Whitehead and Mrs.
Linda Whitehead. Rita is a senior at Rolla High School where she
enjoys Latin Club. She plans to attend U.M.R. in the fall. Her interests include horseback riding, swimming, bowling, and
traveling. We of Tech-Engine Club feel that Rita would make a
great Independent's Weekend '77 queen.
~

MS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~st.

~

INDEPENDENT WEEKEND
APRIL 15 & 16
fRIDAY Tea: Tech-Eng Club 8 to 12 $1.00
SA TURDA Y Games: Lion's Club 12 to 3
Bar-Be-Cue: Lion's Cub

3 to 7

Sirloin-All You Can Eat With Door Prize
' Dance: Street Dance Across From
Tech-Engine Club 9 To 2:30
Sales In The Quad

$3.75

GDI is proud to present Miss Lynn Wiess as tneir candidate fot
the 1977 Independent's Weekend Queen. Lynn attended John F.
Hodge High School in St. James where she was validictorian. Now a
sophomore at U.M.R. majoring in Chemistry-Life Science, Lynn is
planning on a career in medical research. Currently, she is
assisting in research as well as in a zoology lab. Lynn has been
active in the University Choir, Chamber Choir, ensembles, and
Theatre Guild here on campus. Among her varied interests are the
arts, French cuisine, outdoor activities, and music. We of GDI feel
that ~nn would make a lovely Independent's Weekend Queen.
~
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This is Why

Ediletters

You know , I'm an American!
I believe in freedom of speech
and press and all that kind of
good stuff. That's the main
reason I couldn't object to the
writing and printing of an article recently published in the
Missouri Miner entitled, We Ask
Why? For those who didn't
happen to read the article, you
weren't missing much. It was
merely an editorial concerning
the so called, immoral and
socially unacceptable material,
implications and connotations
used by the writing staff of the
Missouri Miner , It is my impression tha t the article was
written by one man, David
Milter (President .of Gamma
Delta, the Lutheran Students
Ass .) and backed by the
signatures of 149 others who are
probably somehow affiliated
with the university , Milter's
article inspired me to exercise
my freedom of speech and press
in order to answer his quesUon,
" We ask, Why? "Well, as I have been taught in
all my high school and college
history classes, to answer a

STA1'EMENT-OF POLICY
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
MISSOUR I Ml N E R. The ediletters section Is the sanctuary of the general public. All
letters submitted will, as in the past , be printed in their unaltered and original form when
space in this newspaper permits .

last week a leHer by Ward
Sllnr was submlHed and
through errors by the MIner
StaH, If was run Incorrectly.
The letter, as " . was
orIgInally wrlHan, Is hereby
reproduced for clarIfIcatIon.
The MIner Staff regrets Ifs
error and hopes that any
mIsunderstandIng that oc·
curred will be cleared up.

barons of industry are going to
Try again in four years."
Why must it be so? Is this go. The folly of eternal growth ,
wha t mo tiv ation , gut s and growth , and more browth
willpower have to offer me? If despite finite , and rapidly
that's it, then I think we should dwindling, resources is going to
have a President who has to stop."
I doubt very much that
dragged kicking and screaming
to work each day , preferably anything remotely resembling
the seemingly incoherent
later than 10 :30.
No more sixteen-year-molar raving above will ever come to
smiles for this man. I want pass in the next ten years.
Inertia is a verb, and we are
somebody who can stand up and
say, " We've got some damn big just beginning to realize it.
problems on our hands. We can
solve them, but it isn't going to Sincerely,
be easy . The status guo is Ward Silver
simply going to be scrapped.
The enormous , gas-gulping,
pimp cars are going to go. The
turn-of-the-century robber

question properly, one must
look at the question analytically
and base the answer on certain
assumptions. My assumptions
are as follows:
a) Man-is not a rational being.
He acts on emotions.
b) Based on the source it
came, the question is one of
morality.
c) These 150 people are not
the only ones who 'object to
recent printings in the Miner,
. but the group is still a small
minority.
d) The majority of V.M.R.
students are male.
Along with those assump·
tions, here are some facts about
V.M .R. faculty and students,
who are the main readers of th~
Miner.
a) There are 340 faculty
members. b) There are 4436
students attending V.M.R.
c) There are 426 women attending classes or 9.5 per cent.
d) There are 3346 men attending classes or 90.5 per cent.
e) Of those who signed the
petition; 96 were men and 63
were women .
Through quick computations
. (continuea on page 12)

Well, a thought which has
been popping in and out of my
train of thought recently, has
finally prompted me into
spasmodic action .
Four or five weeks ago, in the
"Damn
Fool's
Opinion "
column, the question of what
worth of person becomes
President
was
raised .
Motivation, guts and willpower
were mentioned as necessary
prerequisites. It didn 't seem too
important that the person
seeking office had the
necessary amount of ability, or
a small amount of compassion,
or a mind which thinks more
about finding solutions to
problems than whether or not
their every action will fit party
doctrine.
Your challenge is to form as many words of
tractions, slang or plural words are allowed.
This last year, I voted in the
four or more letters as you can by using only
If you can make thir't y or more words, you've
Presidential election, but my
the telters in the word below. No names, conmet the challenge!
heart just wasn't in it. I would
have voted for the man I judged
to have the proper presepctive
on the incipient realities of dayto-day life, not to mention a
moral code which regards other
11 _ __
human beings as just that, and
12 _ __
not cardboard facades. His
3
_
_
_
13 _ __
23 _ __
name is not relevant, as he dld
not win, nor did he ever have a
4 _ __
14 _ __
24 _ __
fighting chance. I, like the rest
of the voters, was spoon fed a ,
pair of "properly compatible
with party lines" puppets.
There wasn't any question that
25 _ __
5 _ _ _ 15 _ __
the two choices offered were
hand-picked, or at least the best
211 _ __
6 _ __
16 _ __
that could be had without
7 _ __
17 _ __
27 _ __
outraging the voters. As it .
turned out, .the election was so
18 _ __
close, that 1 had to choose
19 _ __
between the Pablum and the
Cream of Wheat. I spent a long
20 _ __
' time in the polling booth . I came
out discouraged and disheartened.
I'm bloody well tired of being
presented with "choices" by the
advertising men in their threepiece suits . I'm tired of hearing
why such -and~uch just isn't
acceptable because he doesn't
toe the party line. But, I think
this is the point which irks, no,
stabs me to my heart :
Presidential , and other largescale candidates are constantly
We hope you have some fun with the challenge .
being coached and refined by
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you , too .
these same advertising men, in
The Pabst challenge:
order that they present an
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
equally bland persona to one
and all . Any answer to a
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
question which is answered in
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
anything other than a positive,
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
' I t
non-committal , and, above all ,
. "
-\
tast ing bee r .you can get. Since 1844 it always has.
vague manner" is regarded as a
major political
blunder .
Changing <lnes mind to fi t new
PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
data, well , tha t' s out of the
1l.. 1976. PABST BREW I NG COMPAN Y Milwaukee, WIS,.: Peoria He(ghls . III., New ar k, N J .. 'lol' Angeles, Cal il ., Pa bst Geo rg ia .
question for the next' four years
af least. In other words , "Too
lU'VS 3NVS lSV3 !Nn\f iS3N IN3<JS 31 NV dVNS NVd S Nnd S 3NIH IV3S IV3d .I.V3N
lS3d 3snVd INnd IN3d IN9S INvd 3.1.VdS 3d V I 31Vd 31SVd l.$Vcl J3.1.$ Nn.1S dV3N 3dVN 3bJVd :1.pJOM A U!~IISJ ! I Jno
th ~..!;U'!.Pl.'.-_
b~ d~ f lk Y,.9:L
' IoS,e..:_
t-:.,,:_=..:,_,:::_:-o:-~~~::--:.J..",",:,~~~~':"';;':':':"';;:';;';:":':=-::~~:::-:~:-=;:::":::':::"::'::':'::":'::':;:::::':'::"':=':::::":':::::'::::':::::::':::'...J_..:.-_~____-l

challenge.
PBAXUTS

Wh~n there's

a challenge,
quality makes the difference.

.?..: ';.

O

- _.- -.-- - --..
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The UMR campus and surr,o undlng areas have undergone many
changes. During the twentieth century as is exemplified by these
two photographs taken at the same point. The one on the left is from
the early 1900's, the one on the right is from the present.
(photos by H. Burford)
•<

(continued from page 7)

ExPerience is
Best Teacher
Many vacationing Miners
learned the hard way how to
enjoy themselves without
mishap while away from home
and school. Here are some
valuable tips from the lessons of
experience.
1. Avoid bars with names like
"Blue Swan" or "Queen's
810set."
"
2. The only cure' for a severe
sunburn is alcohol - taken
internally .
3. You won't have to worry
about getting sand in your
swimsuit if you don't wear one.
4. Cinderalla and Tinkerbell
are not allowed out of Disney

By KAREN DOWNER

_World, so don't bother to invite
them to your hotel room.
5. Rugby is not allowed in the
halls of most Holiday Inns.
6. If you bury your booze in
the sand, it might be gone by.the
next tide.
7. In a Mexican restaurant,
the red stuff in the bottle on
your table isn't ketchup - it's
tobasco sauce.
S. You have a much better
chance of using a fake 1.0. if the
person you are impersonating is
the 'same sex as you.
9. Lastly, allow at least one
day : to recuperate from your
trip before trying to resume
your normal life.

Put a nickle's worth (1900's throat with iodine.
A mouse's head tied around a value) of rock candy, which is
Put chewing tobacco Jwce .
baby's neck will prevent just pure crystalized sugar, in a straight from your mouth on
several illnesses.
pint of whiskey. This is good for cuts, sores, ringworms, bee
Take the fat of the skunk and colds.
stings, burns , blisters, and
render it for the oil . Rub the oil
To avoid a winter cold, boils. It draws out the infection.
all over your chest for a cold. mothers would put asafetida in
Chew tobacco to kill malaria
This holds in the heat. It didn't a cloth bag and tie it around . in malaria fever.
smell as bad as the scent of a their children's necks with a
To treat poison ivy, add 2
skunk, but it still smelled pretty string. Asafetida is a very balls blueing, 2 teaspoons white
bad.
strong smelling plant. The bad vinegar, and 2 teaspoons soda in
Turpentine and kerosene were smell that was given off was a pint of water. Mix and apply to
also helpful in many cures.
supposed to keep away the affected part often.
Put two or three drops of germs. For best results it ' Add equal parts of salt, sugar
turpentine on sugar and wshould be kept moist. The and soda together. about 1
swallow slowly for a cold, child would sticke it in his teaspoon each, and mix in a
stomach ache or sore throat.
mouth occasionally, then let it glass of water. Gargle this and
Pour turpentine over a snake dangle down.
sniff it up your nose for relief of
bite to draw ~ut the poison.
For sore throat. swab the a cold.
Put lard and turpentine all
over- even under your arms
FRANK SMITH
LARRY VANCE
and the bottom of your feet. Go
MANAGER
OUR PRESIDENT
to bed and cover up. This bl:lilds
IF IT'S ELECTRDNIC ... IT CAN BE REPAIRED
up a good sweat and cures a
cold in no time.
Rub keroSene on ankles, legs
and arms to keep off chiggers.
To help stop bleeding, mix
ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES
807 ROLLA STRE ET
turpentine and sugar and put on
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401
a cut.
364-4332 OR 364·4722
Other products which were
, bought in the general stores or
FRANK BURGESS
HARREL FINN
drug stores used 'commonly
LAB TECHN ICIAN
FIELD TECHNICIAN
were whiskey asafetida, iodine, _
.
_
.. . .
and
hOl.\sehold
tobacco,
ingredients
like salt
andkept
soda.a . ••
People nearly
always
•
little . bottle of whiskey in the •
.
•
back of the medicine chest in.
805 Pme Street
case ~fsnake bit~ whether they . :
The Com p1ete Service Jeweler
•
.used It for anything else or not. .~~ . . . . . .~• • ~ • • • • • • • • • • •"""• • • • • • •

RANCO, INC.

r···························
Ch rl·stopher Jewelers •.:·

*

RUSSELL'S TOWNBc COLLEGE

.If,h'IIIY ('flrHf'~

,
!
Get the
!
i Professional Edge i

Canoe Capital of the Ozarks

')(' .·tpparel.. 'ru~.

•.•...........................
•
•

!

)

with Tennis Supplies
from Kenmark's

eo--Re.cW& - CuIt'leJd ~ 6toal bUfJ6
for

canoe reservations write:

G.E. MAGGARD --

AKERS FERRY CANOE RENTAL

Cedar Grove

Route -- Salem •• Mo. Phone:

314-858-3224.

!

•:
:•
•• Shorts, Shirts, Shpes, Rackets, Balls, Dresses ••
• Panties, R~stringing, Grips, Towels, Hats, ••
•• Visors, Gloves~ Presses, Bags, Covers, •:
•: SweatBands, Eyeguards, Rack.ets Protectors, •:
•:
Tennis Elbow Bands, etc., etc.
:
:

J

AkN FeJl'IY Ctucoe ReJdaf

713 PINE STREET. ROLLA, MO 65401

(

*.

M-F 12-8
Sat. 12-6

&

i Xenmark
• 900 Pine

Goods !
364-3603 :

t..••••••••••~•.• ••~•••••••••••••~

Lgp:;~

$4.99

RECORD CLUB! Buy
108' s. Bisho

Tapes

~.99

12, the 13th is on the house. (No time limit)

across from Bowles A uarium)
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Classified Ads
For Sale, Means Schwinn 10 speed bicycle. 27" framegood condition . Call Charlie 364-8115.
•
FOR SALE: PanasoDic AM-FM Casette player and recorder with
turntable. AnU-sute and 6 Memorex tapes, ODe year old. $225.
Call Jim 364-5186.

(continued from p. 10)
we fmd that of those who signed
the petition are 3 per cent of the
total U.M.R. population. Now if
my calculator hasn 't failed me,
that 's a damn small number!
Most of us came to this school
from the shelter of our own little
world where Mom made us
lunches and Dad told us stories
of hardships and evils of the big
world ; " .. .if you drink you'll
become an alcoholic, pot leads
to heroine addiction, you 'll go
blind if you keep doing tha t, and
etc ... " Well folks , here is a fact
of life. You 're in the big world
now. You 're not tagging on your
mother 's
apron
strings
anymore. Believe it or not, sex,
social disease , drugs, and other
once believed myths actually do
exist and are part of everyday
life. Why must there be a few
who refuse to accept these facts
of life? Is it because they are
appalled by the thought of sex
and drugs or are they afraid of
them ? What causes a small
minority to object against the
Miner ? Is it morali t y , in·
nocence, jealousy, or what ? If
it's morality, what gives them
the almighty power to say just
what is moral and what isn 't? If
it's jealousy, what are they
jealous about ? If it's innocence,
please grow up people ! I admit, .
one doesn' t have to accept these
ways of life , but why condemn
them ? Why not just ignore the
issues involved? Don't be upset
over a little skin or an off color
statement.
Let me say something about
Rolla. I have nothing against
the town personally . Compared
to Kansas City or St. Louis,
Rolla just doen't cut the cake
where excitement and girls are
concerned. Guys at U.M.R. go
to classes, eat, study, and then
go to sleep at night, dreaming
what it would be like to go on a
date. On the other hand, girls at
U.M.R. sit around enjoying an
pJmost ten to one ratio. Besides
stUdying, if one doesn't have
something else to do, Rolla is
boring. Come to think of it,
.Rolla is just as boring with
studying! Matter of fact, it
doesn't take much to get bored
in Rolla on the weekends.
Now, where I come from,
when the issue isn't homework,
its either parties or girls .
Being's the ratio of guys to girls
isn' t that hot, partying becomes
a popular substitute. Thus, the
typical college student's two
favorite past times are ob·
served : sex and parties.
Its a fact that the largest per
cent of U.M.R. students are
male. Maybe I live on the
radical side of campus or
something, but almost every
guy I know thinks nothing of
picking up a Playboy and
reading it. ThOlle who don 't, are
in a class of their own, if you
know what I mean. The way I
figure it, if the majority of the
students like to party and don't
mind an occasional sexual
connotation, it seems logical to
assume that sex and partying
would catch the eYe of the
average r eader of the Miner. All
the Miner is doing is giving the
average reader what he wants
to read with a little bit of spice
to make his r eading more en·

joyable. They have the right to
do so if they want, its the law.
More or less, tha.t's the an·
swer to Milter's question. If
anyone still objects to the
Miner's use of print, they
certainly don 't have to read it,
do they? If they wanted to, they
could even start their own
newspaper and print what they
want.
So to the members of the
Miner staff , you 're doing
alright. Remember this, the
majority is behind you . Another
thing, if the other team can't
handle the ball, tell them to
punt !
Sincerely,
Michael G. Schroer

The Truth About
Cellos.
Dear Editor :

the letter to the editor of March
31 signed by David Milter
concerning" ... the serious need
for change within the Missouri
Miner" and decrying alleged
" .. .immature appeals to sex
and-<lr drug use" in recent
articles and advertisements.
The author found "revolting " a
line from a recent article of
mine ("Missing Cellist") which
read , in part, " .. .cello? (that 's
the one that 's played between
the legs !)"
I was shocked and dismayed
to discover that some of your
readers interpreted those lines
as having a sexual connotation.
In fact , I found the in·
terpretation very ' puzzling as
there is nothing in the article

which would suggest or imply
anything but a straight ex·
planation of our need for cellists
in various music groups on
campus. I felt compelled to
explain what a cello was ,
because, after having taught

general music courses at UMR
for many years, I alll keenly
aware that many students have
only a vague understanding of
the individual members of the
modern bowed string family. In

.( ca".finued on page 13)
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In Rolla

CARRIAGE LOUNGE
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 9:00-1 :00

DISCO
No Cover Charge
Behind the Manor Inn

Its not your everyday
teaching job.
Its the Nuclear Navy.
And it' s not for everybody. The Navy's
Nuclear Power Program is looking for a limited
number of highly qualified instructors. People
who have recently earned degrees in mathematiCS, physics, nuclear physics or engineering-and would like the opportunity to share
that knowledge wi th others.
The young people you 'd be teaching would
be top students. They have to be. The men we
choose to operate and maintain the Navy's
numerous nuclear reactors have to be the best.
But it's more than just a " teaching .job".
Because you would be a Commissioned Officer
in the U. S. Navy, the benefits are excellentinclud ing good pay, housing and available
medical care . You r teaching tour would be

spent at the Navy Nuclear Power School in
Orlando, Florida.
So if you 've ever said to yourself, "I'd really
like to try my hand at teaching", now's your
opportunity.

Our Nuclear Programs
Officer Will Be In The Placement Office April 21 & 22,
1977.

The Nuclear Navy.
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FfW..IKLY SPEAKING
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I NEED A J08 TO :JJPf(]!<T
;fly Tt1IENrr Wi-LAR II PAY
ffA8IT,,, EATING.!I

CompDed by Unda MarIe Pomer

This .week's poet is Virgil V. Work Jr., a memb~r of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraterl'li'ty. He has been writting since he was eight, close to
thirteen years ago. He js a junior in Engineering Management
originating from Kansas City, Missouri .
. . His poem, "Why Is There So Much Violence?" is as he sees it, "a
brief synopsis of the problem of violence that exists in these days and
times." This poem is here by presented, you the reader have to
decide for yourself the answer to the title question.
WHY IS TUERE 50MUCH VIOLENCE?
Why is there so much violence?
Why should violence be?
Is it really safe in anyone's community?
Why is is violence running wild in the inner-city and in the
outer-city too?
How can we stop this violence?
Is there anything we can do?
Why are there so many violent movies and violent TV shows?
Doesn't it seem like if a show has sex and violence everybody goes?
Why all the killing, robbing, raping, prejudices, hate, and war going
on today?
Can we stop all this violence?
Can we find a way?
Is violence a reflection from the mirror of inner hostility?
Regardless of its deep roots, we've got to bury our axes into the
trunk of this violent tree.
We are so tired of making ollrselfs prisoners by locking ourselfs in
our own homes for protection.
This violent diesel is going down a one-way street.
and in the wrong direction
Let's turn the diesel about face and head it the way the sign points
and' towards better things.
Things like peace, love, joy, religion, education,
.and true freedom and the happiness true freed_om brinos.
Let's Be Free (of this VIOLENCE)

(continued from p. 12)
addition, the terms "between
the legs" (da gamba) and "with
the arms" (da braccio) have
been used for over 500 years as
a means of designating specific
members of the bowed-string
group.
It is not my intent to either
concur or disagree with the
position set forth in Mr. Milter's
letter. But I would suggest to
your readers that accurate
communication is a two-way
street: the writer must make
clear his intent and not be
ambiguous (unless that is part
of his intent). And the reader
must examine carefully the
context and purpose of the
ideas, interpret them objectively and avoid injecting his
or her prejudices and expectations upon the outcome.

.. The MINER staff would like to ask for any responce to this
column. If you have an original roem you would like to submit to this
column, please do. Just drop it in the Miner Box at T-l, with your
name, phone number and place you can reached.

Joel Kramme
Instructor in Music

Somebody Doesn't
Like Us
Dear Editor:

Hook Auto Supply'
513 Hwy.63 S.

Rolla, Mo.

Why should I fight,
Because I write
Some doggered for fun .
To get it out
And shown about
To entertain someone?

1433 Hauck Dr.
Inquire About Party Weekend Prices

364·5252

Unisex Hairstyling

. . - - - - - - C O U P O t f l - - - - -...

CAROUSEL
MANOR INN
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Teen

Come On Down To

I won't concur,
Whatever her
Biography might say.
She writes like shit.
And ought to quit.
And my name is John May.

f

~

Shah

33441

Busch on Tap

Popcorn

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. S p.m.~1:30 a.m.
Fri.-Sat. 3:00 p.m.-l :30 a.m.
364-4334
1107 Pine
Rolla, Mo.

Fries

g
~

•

C•

I

I

o

John May

EDITOR'S R EPL Y: John, I
was sorry to hear that you
thought my writing was like
manufactured waste. I'll
even bet you thought you
were really a great wit, the

Forum II Tobacco & Spirits

Auto Parts-Acccessories-Speed Equipment

Give credit for
A man who has the thought,
That poetry
Was meant to be
The structure he was taught.

And why permit
Some silly nit
To analyze my work,
When she knows less
Than all the rest
Of what a poem's worth?

Shermans and Imported Cigarettes
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Miners Rally Twice To Sweep
Twinbill From Missouri Baptist
Over Spring Break, the Miner
Baseball Team of UMR played
six games, but managed to win
only two of them. The Miners
are noW" 8-7 overall and 2-4 in
MIAA action .
Friday, April first, marked
the opening of vacation and the
Miners hosted the Indians of
Southeast Missouri State in the
first of a three--game weekend
series. Unfortunately, the
Miners played like they were
already on break and lost 9-l.
The next day they faired no
better and dropped both ends of
a double-header, 6-4 and believe
it or not, 22 to 16-that's in seven
. innings. Mter cleaning 'up on
the Miners, SEMO was 7-5
overall and 30{) in MIAA competition.
On Friday, the eighth, the
Miners travelled to Kirksville to
take on the Bulldogs of Northeast Missouri State in another
three-game weekend. The
Miners pulled'out of their slump
in the first game by getting
some excellent relief pitching
froIr freshman Tim Held and by
managing to squeeze in three
runs in the last innings. Kenton
Eiffert scored in both of the first
two innings for the Miners. In
the first, he reached on an error
and scored on a fielder's choice.
In the next inning, he walked
and scored on an error. Northeast tied it later with two solo
home runs, one in the second
inning by 'Daie Werner and one
in the fourth by Rich Schenck.
The Miners took the lead again
in the fifth when Jeff Hannah
singled in Greg Derbak . After
NEMS tied it, Held came on the
scene and blanked the opposition for the last three in-

nings, allowing only one hit. In
the ninth, the Miners loaded the
bases on a single . by Jeff
Waiters, Jim Eckelkamp
walked, and John Busse
reached on an infield hit.
Walters was forced out at home
on a grounder, but he reached
safely on a throwing error and
Eckelkamp and Busse scored.
Hernandez also scored on a
fielder 's choice before the inning ended.
On Saturday, the Miners split
with Northeast in a double- '
header. UMR dropped the first
game 10{) in an excellent pitcher's duel. Both team's
starters, Faucett for NEMS and
Rusty Litchfield for UMR,
finished the seven inning
contest and allowed only nine
hits between them. Northeast
also played errorless baseball
in the game while UMR picked
up two.
In the second game, another
tight, low-scoring affair, the
Miners came out on top, 3-1.
After Northeast had taken an
early lead, the Miners tied it in
the fourth when the Bulldog
starting pitcher walked four
UMR batters to force in a
run .The Miners won it in the
seventh when Greg Derbak and
Jeff Hannah both singled and
advanced to second and third on
a double steal. Jerry Klenke
then hit a high hopper that was
kicked around long enough to
allow both runners to score, but
Clenke was thrown out at first.
Friday

R H E
UMR
110 010 OO~ 7 2
010 101 000-3 4 4
NEMS
WP: Held, LP: Lowes

TKE Captures Rifle
Competition
In the highly competitive
Intramural Rifle Competition
held before Easter Break it was
TKE shooting a record 801 to
take first place honors. Acacia
finished second in the competition with a team score of
770. Sig Ep took third place as
they shot a team score of 767.
The high individual shooter for
the tournament was Tom Beard
from the TKE with a score of
280. Dave Bruggeman (TKE)
finished second and Tom Pile
(KA) took third with scores of
267 and 264 respectfully. Steve
Brennan (Lambda Chi) and

Converse Coeds

Saturday

R H E
UMR
000 000 0---0 3 2
NEMS
000 001 x-I 6 0
LP : Litchfield, WP: Faucett
UMR
000 100 2-3 6 1
NEMS
100 000 {}-1 7 1
WP : Walters, LP: Williams
On Tuesday, April 12 the
Miners hosted Missouri Baptist
in a doubleheader, and won both
games, 8-4 in the first and 4-2 in
the second.
In the first game, the Miners
rallied to score five runs in the
sixth inning, after trailing ' 4-3.
With the bases loaded. Mikp
Bennett Singled in two runs, and
then Greg Derbak doubled in
two more . Greg scored the fifth
run of the inning on a successful
double steal. Jerry Klenke's
three run homer in the fourth
inning had started the scoring.
The winning pitcher was Larry
Wuerze.
In the second game the
Miners again came from
behind, scoring two runs in the
sixth to win 4-2. Jerry Klenke
(who was 3-3 in the second
game) singled and scored on
John Busse's triple in the fourth
inning. In the fifth Hernandez
sirigled, stole second, went to
third on an error, and scored on
Greg Derbak's sacrifice fly.
The Miners got their final two
runs in the sixth when Ted Kelly
doubled, scoring Jerry Klenke
and John Busse after each had
singled. Tim Held was the
winning pitcher.
For the season, the Miners
are now 8-7. This weekend they
host Lincoln University in a
three game set. A single game
will be played Friday at 3: 30,
and a doubleheader Saturday
starting at 1:00.

I

By
"GRANDMA"

If you happen to see someone
with horseshoes in her back
pocket, a badminton raquet in
ner hand , and a baseball cap on,
it's not a hallucination.
Intramurals are In full swing, so
this week's jabberwocky will
attempt to bring you up to date
on the various sports now
happening.

Softball action contmues as
every team shows marked
improvement. There were five
games on the schedule before
Easter, two of which were
played in a dusty gale on
Wednesday, March 30. In a
close ·battle that night, T J
outplayed AWS 8~ to hand them
their first loss. ZT A fell to
WRHA, 25-7. AWS and WRHA
took to the field again the
following night to score victories over Wesley and ABS,
respectively.
KD
topped
Crescents 11-1 to go home for
Easter with three wins.

and Roper from Kappa Delta
took top honors with a total pin
count of 1863. AWS came in
second with performances from
White, Schumacher, Ewens,
Thornton, and Yager totaling
1782 pins. White had second high
series with a 441, and Tubbesing
from TJHA was high individual
scorer with 450. (That was for
three games, gang.) Be sure
you see the pic in this week's
paper honoring KD . Third
through eighth places went to
TJHA, Crescents, ZTA, KA,
Wesley, and WRHA, respectively.

This is the first year for
women's competition in horseshoes - once we learn the
rules, we do pretty good! The
doubles team from TJHA, AWS,
WRHA and KD are still in the
running with one loss apiece,
and Wesley and ZTA are still
undefeated. Hanging on in the
loser's bracket of the double
Tuesday night KD suffered elimination tournament are
their first loss in a good game
with AWS; final score was 10-2. singles participants from
TJ scored thier third victory, Wesley, ZTA and Crescents,
winning over Wesley 20-5. while the KD and AWS .comHalfway through the season, the petitiors have thrown enough
round robin results are in a real ringers to reach semifinal
scramble: KD and 'AWS boast action undefeated.
Meanwhle, . behind
the
records of 3-1, TJHAstands at 3'0, and WRHA and Crescents are bleach~rs in the gym , six t.ea~s
tied at 2-1. It should be in- are still, watchmg the birdies
teresting as Crescents meet fly. Badmmton doubles teams
T JHA and KD faces WRHA next· from KD and.. KA have adk
vanced to semlfmal berths. In
wee.
singles competition, the unColonial Lanes hosted several defeated spots are held by
stars one weekend as the best Crescents and KD . Both badbowlers from each organization minton and horeseshoes action
faced the pins. The team of continue next week - tune in
Bene, Clark, Diedrick, Morris then for the names of finalists.

Hemmer (Delta Sig) tied for
honors in the prone position
with scores of 98. The high score
in the standing position was an
88 by both· Tom Beard (TKE)
and Dunn (Sig Ep) . Tom Beard
(TKE) took honors in the
kneeling position with a 95 total.
Intramural badminton,
horseshoes , and softball are
now in progress and being
played daily . So go out and
support
your
favorite
organizations participation in
intramurals. Intramural track
will be held later this semester.

M-Club
Athlete of the Week
. This Week's M-Club Athlete of the Week is Jeff Walters (alias
Peach) for his fine pitching performance against Kirksville this
week. Jeff went the full distance in the Miner's 3-1 victory.
He struck out 1 batter while scattering 6 hits and 2 walks giving up
only 1 run. Several times Jeff ran the count to 3 balls and no strikes
but he escaped without damage. At the plate he helped himself by
being nor 3. this good showing lowered his ERA to 3.08 and raised
his record to 3-2. We, of M-Club wish Jeff and the baseball Miners
the best of luck for the remainder of the season.
AlSo nominated was Tony Ortbals (track).

Kappa Delta captured the championship of Women's Intramural Bowling, which
was held bef()re Easter break.
(photo by Staley)
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Golfers Fare Well

-

Thus far this season the UMR
golf team has been very successful. On March 21-25 on their
annual trip to Padre Island the
Miners finished in 6th place
agai nst a strong field of teams.
Next on March 31, the UMR
golfers travelled to Jeff City to
compete in Lincoln University's
Invitational in which they took
2nd. Back home again on April 1
& 2 the Miners hosted a Best
Ball Tournament. Even though
Rolla shot the winning score
they lost the tournament due to
disqualification.
At
Oak
Meadow, on April 5, the Miners
undershot both SL Louis
University and UMSL. Most
recently UMR's golf team
placed 2nd in CMS's Heart of
America Tournament held
April 8-9. This was a very tough
and competitive tournament as
their were 23 teams in competition. UMR's Bruce Roney
was Individual Medalist for the
tournament.
Bruce "Rhino" Roney, a

Junior from KC., is Rolla's
number one golfer with an
average score of 77. Close
behind is Wess "Sparrow"
Goodson, of Coffyville, Kansas
with an average of 77.5. Next is
Mike " Silent Sam" Keifer with
78.5, Greg "The Kid" Holman
with 80, Kent "The buzzard"
Marlow with 80.5, and Kent
"The Wildman" Giddens with
84.
Last year the Miners lost

,.•

Conference by a· mere 3 stroke
margin. Prior to that the Miners
have not won Conference since
1971. With the 1977 team looking
so commanding the Miners will
definitely be strong contenders
for conference this year. The
next match for UMR will be this
weekend in the Crossroads of
America Tournament at Joplin .
The Miners are considered one
of the favorite teams out of 30
learns.

•

FEATURES:

• Greek Pizza • Spaghetti
• Salad
• 5% Beer
• Sandwiches
. For Delivery Phone 364-2669
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON.-SUN. 4:00 P.M.-2:00 A.M.

Tennis
News
The Varsity Tennis Team has
competed in several matches so
far this season but have been
unable to come up with a team
victory yet. Players are Bill
Stein, Dave Taylor , Ernie
Vogel, Jim Volker, Mark Craig,
Po-Chang, and Dan Stephen.
Here is the schedule for the rest
of the season . All these matches
are away .
April 15 - Northeast Missouri
April 16- Northeast Missouri

•
C

UMR Riflemen took First and
Second Place at the Annual
NMSU Rifle Match held at
Kirksville, MO . The UMR
Varsity Team, though it had its
worse "shooting day" of the
season, managed to squeeze out
a narrow victory over the UMR
ROTC Team. The UMR Rifle

teams , as usual, were in
competetion against seventeen
other teams, however , it was
common knowledge in the meet
the match was to see which
UMR Team came in First.
Patrick McCann, UMR's All
American Candidate was high
shooter in the meet.
.

E:>,

•

ALEX PIZZA PARLOR

Varsity

Rifle Team
Places First

122 W. 8TH STREET
ROLLA, MO.

BIGTI I
The
Jeans
Store
341·2663

1107 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

When do you say Budweiser.?
o When I think about pizza.
D

0

When my wallet says I can't afford pizza.

When the delivery guy leaves three large pizzas
(with everything) at my door by mistake.

April 22 - Southwest Missouri
State
Southwest
April 23
Mis.souri State
_ April26- UniversityofMo.-St.
Liluis
May 6 & 7 - MIAA Conference Tournament

Intramural
Standings
1. Sig Ep
2. TKE
3. Pikers
4. Tech-Eng
5. TJ
6. Sig Nu
7. Sig Tau
8. Beta Sig.
9. Kappa Sig
10. Phi Kap
11. MRHA
12. KA
13. Lambda Chi
14. Delta Sig
15. GDI
16. Sig Pi
17. Theta Xi
18. Wesley
19. Fela
20. Triangle
21. Delta Tau
22. Campus
23. ABS
24. AEP
25. Focus
26. Acacia
27. A Phi A
28. Mates
29. BSU
30. Pi K Phi

1897
1692
1609
1558
1540
1516
1464.5
1451.5
1395
1323
1171.5
1118.5
1117
1005
908.5
855.5
853
786.5
762
727;5
706

683.5
628
627
594.5
592
462
305 ·
262.5
241

anytime's the right time to say Budweiser.
you do, you've really said it all/
•
KI·NG OF BEERS@). ANIlW$ER·B\lSCH IIiC . • ST. ~OUIS
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ou; nt . MEN
FROM
ar606VIIS EARTH

The Oza rk Roc k Prod uctio ns, Inc.
8- Durt y Nelli e's Pres ents

Take any song from thei r new
albu m, "Me n From Earth~'
Des crib e it. The n take
ano ther . The y don 't real ly
soun d alike , but each tune has
that spec ial Oza rk Mou ntai n
Dare devi ls flav or. Pris tine
inst rum enta l perf orm ance s
and intri cate five -par t
harm onie s lace d with the
arom a of hick ory smo ke and
tall pine s.

ON A& M
-RECORDS
&T AP ES

1M
.~~

SE E TH E OZ AR KS WIT HO UT LEA VIN G TO WN .

T H IS F R ID A Y NIGHT-

BPM

M U L T I- P U R P O SE
BUILDING O N
UMRCAMPUS ·
Bre wer & Shi ply acc om pan ying

Ti ck et s Av ai la bl e In Ro lla A t: ..
Ke nm ar ks , R ag tim e,
So un d C en te r & So un d Tr ap
$450 Ad va nc e $550 A t Th e D oo r

